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Speed or upload speed for gaming

(Photo credit: Mateo Vrbnjak) Having a blazing internet connection is essential for pretty much any online game - whether it's Fifa, Fortnite or Forza - so when your speeds drop, it can really seem like a matter of life and death. Fortunately, one of the most handsome VPN applications can correct this. But
VPNs slow down internet connections!' you cry. And even though they've come a long way in recent years, you're right. Even the best VPN has an effect on your baseline speed simply because your signal has to travel on, but no, you haven't been fooled by clickbait again – a VPN can really speed up
your connection when playing. Here's how to do it. Why do I need a VPN to speed up my connection? If you notice that your speeds are falling for no apparent reason, you may be exposed to network regulation by your ISP. Essentially, some providers will cut certain users' connection speeds if they
engage in high bandwidth or questionable activity - it could be torrenting, streaming HD Netflix or games. This is apparently done to avoid a small number of users hogging all the bandwidth, but since you have paid for the internet, you have the right to have it as fast as possible. VPN is the answer, and
when you're equipped with one, you never have to fight with throttling againHow does a VPN avoid network regulation? A reminder - if your network slows down all its customers during rush hour to preserve bandwidth, unfortunately a VPN won't help. However, if it is aimed at high bandwidth users (which
is a well-documented practice), it certainly will. Simply put, a VPN redirects all your traffic through its own servers and encrypts it at the same time. This means that even if you're using your Internet connection, your ISP can't actually see what you're using it for. In turn, this means that it cannot identify you
as a user who it believes should be throttled for the greater good. Ergo, fast and reliable internet, all the time. (Photo credit: Florian Olivo) Which VPN is best for speeding up online gaming? Clearly you want a fast VPN to maintain connection speed, but luckily you don't have to sacrifice the basics like
good encryption or really usable mobile apps, either. We would recommend our general top-rated service ExpressVPN to help you speed up your connections – it provides great speeds from 160+ locations in 93 countries, and with over 3,000 servers you're sure to find one that works perfectly (read our
full ExpressVPN review). If you're playing on a console, you'll be covered, as Express has dedicated apps for PlayStation, Xbox, and Switch — and if you want to stay covered on each device on your network, you can also install VPN on your router. Express has a great 24/7 live chat service, so if you
ever find yourself at speeds that are not satisfactory or have difficulty connecting you will be able to talk to an experienced, friendly operator who will be able to get you started in no time. Tom's Guide readers may also require extra months completely free, which works out in 15 months for the price of 12.
In addition, with a 30-day money-back guarantee, you can test the service for a month to ensure it works for you with zero risk. View upload speeds and download speeds for offers in Singapore can be lightning fast. But those who miss out can find uploading things to be a time-consuming process. Here's
what you need to know about increasing upload speed. Here's how to increase upload speedsPered using a wired connection. If you're using a Wi-Fi connection, try switching to an Ethernet cable, as wired connections have a faster upload speed. Remove temporary files. Clearing your history, cache,
and cookies can increase your computer's overall speed, which will increase your upload speed in turn. Remove other devices from the network. Having many devices connected to the Internet at the same time can really slow down, so try removing these. This may also include wireless printers and
mobile phones. Remove malware. Malware is one of the things that can reduce your computer's speed the most, so you should make sure you don't have viruses. You can do this by downloading antivirus software and by making sure it's working properly. Change your DNS settings. Different domain
name servers (DNS) have different speeds. You can change DNS by finding the fastest and entering the code manually in your Internet settings or by downloading tools to get the fastest. Two reliable tools are Google DNS and OpenDNS, but there are also some professional levels that you have to pay
for. Update device drivers. If device drivers are out of date, it can really slow you down. You can update them by clicking Update Device Drivers in the network adapter options menu. Upload in low season. This is not particularly useful if you need to upload quickly now, but off-peak times have much faster
speeds, and this is something to consider when choosing the time you upload something. Changing your broadband provider One of the most common reasons why your upload speed may be slow may be based on your provider and package. Different providers perform better in certain areas of
Singapore, and it may be worth shopping around to see if you can ensure a better service by switching. FAQWhat is the average upload speed in Singapore? According to the Speedtest Global Index, Singapore has an average download speed of 197.26 Mbps and an average upload speed of 208.26
Mbps. These figures - which saw Singapore ranked first in the world for fixed broadband speeds - were correct as of March 2020.What is considered a good upload speed? You may find something below 6Mbps a little slow at times, depending on how you use the service (along with other factors).
Anything above 6Mbps is definitely a good upload speed. How can I check my internet speed? It very easy to check your internet speed with our test. Was this content useful to you? You? Need for Speed Heat releases in November, it will mark the 24th entry in Electronic Arts' long-running racing game
anthology. The Heat are taking the franchise in a new direction, but are drawing influences from the franchise's past. During the day you will earn fame and money by participating in professional events; At night, you will avert arrest in illegal street races. Heat's concept is tempting, but this series needs
more than a clever premise to make up for its latest missteps. That happened to make us think: in a franchise as large and diverse as Need for Speed, which games rise to the top? The brand has hardly been a model of consistency over the years, although it certainly has also delivered its share of
unforgettable, white-knuckle excitement. Thus, we set about ranking each mainline Need for Speed game. Mainline, in this case, excludes some spin-offs: Shift titles, NFS Nitro for Wii and DS, and NFS World for PC. Everything else is fair game. That's how it shook out. (Photo credit: Electronic Arts)18.
NFS: Undercover (2008)Primed as a return to the form of Need for Speed after the demise in the direction that was 2007's ProStreet, Undercover certainly captures the rebellious nature of the series in a way its predecessor does not. Still, it's not enough to make it a good game. Between its tedious open
world, repetitive campaign events, graphics reminiscent of a mobile title and herd of technical problems, Undercover ends up feeling like a shallow jab at replicating the success of Most Wanted, without any of that title's charm or Polish. In fact, it is best described as undercooked. It is strange, considering
that Undercover had been in development for significantly longer than the games that immediately preceded it.17. Need for Speed Payback (2017)A shameless attempt to monetize Fast &amp; Furious glow about a decade after the movie series first became relevant, payback mostly repeats the sins of
Ghost Games's 2015 franchise reboot, but this time gussied up in Hollywood outfits. And while Payback is still utterly sad to drive, the misery is compounded by the game's unbearably overwrought card system for vehicle upgrades and heavily scripted police chases full of movie sequences. The pairing of
bad decisions about game design, coupled with Payback's over-reliance on microtransactions, wipes out any last shred of enthusiasm anyone else would have for the game. At least it's nice to watch. (Image credit: Electronic Arts) This hurts. Not since Capcom's Auto Modellista has a racing game so
perfectly captured a taste of car culture fans had longed for, but been so inexplicably terrible to play. NFS 2015 had everything that went for it: a clear vision, phenomenal graphics at the moment and the most powerful customization engine the series had seen up to that point. Yet everything is mercilessly
undone, beaten and demolished unrecognizable by the least intuitive handling model ever to grace a triple-A Thematically, 2015 had had to redefine Need for Speed for an exciting new era. Instead, it added another notch to the franchise's long list of failed reboots. 15. NFS: Carbon (2006) Basically,
carbon does not do much to distance itself from Most Wanted before it. But the more you play it, the more you realize it somehow also fails to recognize what made Most Wanted a fan favorite to begin with. The perpetual night setting certainly does not do Carbon any favors, nor does the personality's
smaller metropolitan map containing few, if any, memorable features. All these years later I can still remember my favorite cooling spots and stretches of road in Most Wanted. Carbon, conversely, has aged into a dark, sinister blur. (Image credit: Electronic Arts)14. NFS: ProStreet (2007)The thing about
Need for Speed's legal trip is that it wasn't so much a bad idea - just badly executed. ProStreet was released the same year as codemasters' generational defining grid, and similarly attempts to capture a grittier side of circuit with a simulator style, without the sterility of Gran Turismo or Forza Motorsport.
The problem for developer Black Box proved to be familiar: half-baked physics that makes certain vehicles unexecutable, combined with a predisposition to gimmicks (like a mini-game in which you heat up your tyres before drag racing) that was no substitute for a satisfying driving experience. That's a
shame, because ProStreet had a killer track list that included underrated gems like Japan's Autopolis and Ebisu, the recently revived Portland International Raceway and even the historic Avus loop in Germany. 13. NFS: Most Wanted (2012)Certainly one of the most polarizing entries in the series,
criterion's Most Wanted is usually remembered by those who played it as Burnout Paradise with licensed cars. And although there is some merit in that assessment, it is also quite unfair to Paradise. That game had a world full of exciting moments, furnished with endless, fun events and a physics engine
that encouraged a willingness to discover. Most Wanted 2012 has, well, none of it. It's also remarkably short, omitting car adaptation altogether and incorporating AI rubber banding to an extent that puts Mario Kart to shame (an impressive feat, we must admit). There is no doubt that the wizards at
Criterion could have made a more fitting tribute to one of the most iconic entries in the franchise, especially because they already achieved just that with the more rounded Hot Pursuit reboot in 2010. But something about this take on Most Wanted fills you with the nagging feeling of a good game rushed to
incompletion.12. Road &amp; Track presents Need for Speed (1994)There is nothing egregiously wrong with the first Need for Speed; It's just not particularly funny or remarkable in light of the heights the franchise would rise to in the future. (Then again, it's far better than lows.) At a time when licensed
cars still en sjeldenhet i racing spill, The Need for Speed Speed a swath of the most attractive sports cars in the world, with an attention to detail its contemporaries were missing. These cars had interior views, were modeled on their unique specifications (due to that Road &amp; Track tie-in) and came
accompanied by oodles of CD-ROM filling multimedia content, such as press photos and videos. It sounds charming by today's standards, but for a generation of players and car lovers who grew up with Lamborghini Diablos posters on the bedroom walls, it was quite exciting. It's just a pity that gameplay
is reduced by exceedingly long, wide and tedious point-to-point slots. 11. NFS: The Run (2011)You can't fault The Run for its ambition, which saw Need for Speed throw the basic circuit racing shtick to focus on a, long interstate odyssey stretching from coast to coast. The concept had some potential, but
the brevity of the campaign, which clocked in at about four hours, coupled with an over-reliance on movie sequences, scripted segments and non-drifting fast-time events, made this racer feel a little short on actual racing. And when you finished the campaign, there wasn't much left to do. Although Run
showed glimpses of brilliance, the story will unfortunately remember best as black box's last stab in the series before it closed in 2013. (Image credit: Electronic Arts)10. Need For Speed Rivals (2013)While it's fair to rag at Rivals for being bare-bones in the typical cross-generational road (it's released on
both latter- and modern-generation consoles), it deserves the 20th. Spiritually, Rivals shares much in common with Criterion's Hot Pursuit reboot that came out three years earlier but expands the format to take advantage of a legitimate open world. The dynamic weather system found in certain versions of
the game does much to improve environmental immersion, and the handling model is remarkably complex compared to Ghost Games' later iterations. Looking back, you wish there was more to do in the campaign than fulfilling vague goals, but Rivals is so strong at its core that the experience was fun
even despite being speechless. 9. NFS: Underground (2003) 2003's Underground marks the first time Need for Speed was taken in a whole new direction - a tactic Electronic Arts would repeatedly fall back on in the years following, when the franchise seemed to face a creative dead end. While the pivot
to tuner culture was controversial at the time, Underground remains a competent, well-assembled street racer with an inspiring adaptation suite, at a time when adaptation was the priority number one for street racers. Ironically, what holds it back from a higher ranking in this list is that Underground 2
exists, and expanded on everything the first achieved to great effect. 8. NFS: High Stakes (1999)With high stakes, developer EA Canada used the original Hot Pursuits revolutionary hunting mechanic for a fully meaty single-player which saw players buy cars and racing for pink for the first time in the
series. In retrospect, it was a bold spin on NFS's established formula until then, and a sharp one given how Gran Turismo established the car PG genre the year before. What holds the High Stakes back is that it goes too far in that direction, to the point of limiting the series' trademark pick-up-and-play
delight. The tracks are far too boring to justify length, and the emphasis on gratuitous multi-race championships makes the experience feel like a slog right from the start. From a technical point of view, the High Stakes happens to be one of the franchise's highlights; It's just a shame there's such a chore
too. (Image credit: Electronic Arts) 7. NFS: Porsche Unleashed (2000) It can be hard to remember now, but once upon a time, Need for Speed was the only game where you could drive a Porsche, thanks to a nearly 20-year exclusivity agreement between Electronic Arts and the famous German car
manufacturer. Like most exclusivity agreements, nothing was worth it, and EA never used the license to great effect - well, except the one time it did. The Porsche Unleashed, known as the Porsche 2000 in some parts of the world, has a sweeping list of the manufacturer's most important production cars
(and even some of its racing cars), along with a campaign charting the company's stormy legacy. That way, it still stands as one of the series' most ambitious entries, although the PlayStation version in particular suffered from some dodgy handling, and although the older, slower cars are a bit boring to
drive. (Image credit: Electronic Arts) 6. Need for Speed II (1997)Usually overlooked in the franchise's legacy, Need for Speed II deserves recognition for ditching the rather uneventful highway cruising motif of the first game in favor of a selection of unique, epic tracks, each full of wild moments and true
personality. The car list is also arguably the best of the franchise's classic era. While it only included nine cars, these were the most amazing supercars of the late 90s had to offer, inspiring a generation of budding enthusiasts to covet for the McLaren F1 and Ferrari F50, as well as oddities such as the
Ford GT90 and the lost-time Isdera Commendatore 112i. Add a masterpiece of a soundtrack from Saki Kaskas and Rom Di Prisco, and it's easy to see why Need For Speed II left an indelible impression on those who had the fortune to play it 22 years ago. It's just a shame it looks terrible next to the later
PlayStation iterations, and that it's just gotten uglier with age. (Image credit: Electronic Arts) 5. NFS: Hot Pursuit (2010) Far and away the closest Need For Speed has come to recapture the magic of its golden era, Criterion Games' Hot Pursuit reboot doesn't look so much like the 1998 title of the same
name, but instead feels more like a modernization of the very first Need for Speed. EA visual wizards at DICE took responsibility for environmental design, resulting in a beautiful experience that evokes the kind of epic road tests and journeys you expect to see Top Gear or The Grand Tour. Unfortunately,
recalcitrant, physics somewhat reduce the fun, as does an abundance of wide paths that do not engage or challenge players. Overall, it's still an explosion, even if you get the feeling that if the game took the right advantage of its open world and tightened up the handling, it would top this list. 4. NFS III:
Hot Pursuit (1998)The first Hot Pursuit does everything right. From a technical point of view, it's a showcase for playstation. Physics ranks among the most intuitive and satisfying ever to adorn the series. The tracks retain the character of NFS IIs, but are more grounded and polished. And then, last but not
least, there are the police chases. The balancing and overall design of this game's hunting system – from police behavior, to the ticketing system and especially the introduction of roadblocks and barbed strips – remains the show's finest contribution to the medium. With Hot Pursuit, EA not only realized
the potential of the Need for Speed brand — it cemented the identity of the franchise. (Image credit: Electronic Arts) 3. NFS: Underground 2 (2004)The deep, dark secret of tuning fad of the early aughts is that it resulted in some pretty bad racing games, as a result of all major publisher's eagerness to
make money. But that's not to say there were no legitimate exceptions. Alongside Rockstar's Midnight Club 3, Underground 2 is one of the era's finest achievements. The sequel expands the scope of the original, offering more varied event types, vehicles and customization options, all in an open world
you want to explore. It nails the basics too, handling well and looking amazing at the moment. Fifteen years later, it's not hard to understand why Underground 2 has achieved cult status among fans - or at least those not so bothered by the lack of police chases. (Image credit: Electronic Arts) 2. NFS: Most
Wanted (2005) Blending aesthetics and environments of the classic era installments with the open world and street racing culture of the Underground era, Black Box's 2005 entry has become the modern benchmark as each new Need for Speed is compared. It's for good reason. If you liked underground's
tight physics and street focus, but regretted the lack of police chases and weren't fascinated by the strictly nocturnal metropolitan setting, Most Wanted checked all the boxes. The city of Rockport is the perfect backdrop for Most Wanted's infamous and addictive hour-long pursuits. In fact, Rockport



remains one of the finest open worlds of any racer thanks to a mix of different environments, stretching across dense, urban streets to winding mountain roads, each of which holds something for everyone. Bridging the franchise's two extremes should have been an impossible task, but Most Wanted pulls
it off — cringeworthy full-motion video cutscenes notwithstanding. (Image credit: Electronic Arts) 1. NFS: Hot Pursuit 2 (2002)At its core, Need for Speed should be about two things: to run from the law and try to finish first. Hot Pursuit 2 perfected both. The path is remarkably simple. Start with an all-star
cast of the world's most prestigious, brightly lit supercars. Offers an eclectic selection of tracks set in exotic locations, full of inventive track design where not a single corner or moment is wasted. And – perhaps most critically – inspires players to risk victory and freedom with a responsive physics model
available but rewarding. Most Wanted '05 may have the element of surprise going for it, thanks to the breadth of its open world. Hot Pursuit 2's mastery of arcade racing basics, however, makes it timeless. Seventeen years later, it's still an example of the genre - as long as you play the hugely superior
PS2 port, of course. Course.
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